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Introduction
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Mechanics

Me and My Biases

What is Root Cause Analysis?

How Does This Class Work?

Troubleshooting Methodologies



Ask questions whenever you want
09:00 – 10:30 Class
10:30 – 11:00 Break
11:00 – 12:30 Class
12:30 – 13:30 Lunch
13:30 – 15:00 Class
15:00 – 15:30 Break
15:30 – 16:30 Class
16:30 – 17:00 Wrap-up

Mechanics
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We use Google Docs … you don’t need an account: I will provide links



sbk@cornella student 1981
stuart@cpvax5 (Science Applications Inc) programmer 1984
sbk@cornellc.cit.cornell.edu desktop / server 1985
stuart.kendrick@med.cornell.edu server / network 1991
skendric@fhcrc.org multidisciplinary 1993

IT Architect | ITIL Problem Manager | Problem Analyst | Device Monitoring | Transport

Geeky Highlights
PL/1 on IBM mainframes Cornell University Ithaca 1981
FORTRAN on CRAY-1 SAIC San Diego 1984
Terak, DisplayWriter, IBM PC, Macintosh Cornell University Ithaca 1985
Netware, Corvus Omninet, TCP-IP / IPX / AppleTalk Cornell University Ithaca 1988
AppleShare, QuickMail, Farallon, NRC, Cisco, Sniffers Cornell Medical College Manhattan 1991
Solaris, Windows, Perl, Linux, Fluke, Wireshark FHCRC Seattle 1993
Multidisciplinary FHCRC Seattle Present

2700 staff, $450 mil non-profit grant-funded biomed research institute (cancer, HIV), single campus, national & 
international collaborations, 13000 IP addresses, 2PB storage, 1.1MW data centers, Windows, OS X, Linux

http://www.skendric.com

Me
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You are Process-Oriented
Perhaps you function as a Resource Manager for IT techs
Perhaps you function as a Team Lead for IT techs
Perhaps you occupy an ITIL-defined Problem Manager or Problem Analyst role

Likely that you have some familiarity with operational IT … perhaps you once knew how to re-
image a PC, install a server, configure a switch, re-index a database, or write application code 
… you will not apply any of those skills in this class.  In this class, we practice process skills, not 
technical skills.

You are here because you are troubled by how hard it is to fix long-running, intermittent , 
complex Problems … how expensive they are to the business … how bad they are for morale in 
general and for your professional reputation in particular

You are here because you want to:
• See and hear what I have to offer
• Practice skills in small group, not just listen to a lecture
• Discuss your particular challenges with peers from around the industry

You
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• I do not claim to be skilled at Root Cause Analysis
• I am a neophyte at Problem Management and ITIL
• I am not a process engineer
• I am not the smartest or fastest guy on the block

However …

• I have ~30 years experience as a hands-on operational IT tech
• I started analyzing problems in 1991
• I started managing teams performing Root Cause Analysis in 2005
• I became a Problem Manager in January 2012 (20% of my time)
• I have trained with experts

Caveats
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This workshop borrows heavily from the Rapid Problem Resolution® 
methodology codified by Paul Offord of Advance7, which fits into ITIL’s
Problem Management schema.

In 2011, I read the RPR book.  In 2012, I spent two days in London 
attending Advance7’s ‘RPR Foundation’ course.  Since then, I’ve tried 
to apply the RPR methodology to the handful of RCAs I’ve run, with 
only partial success.

So, you are not talking to an expert.  But you knew that already.

RPR is not a silver bullet.  There are no silver bullets.  But it is the most 
effective process I’ve encountered for managing large RCAs.

Life is pain, Highness. Anyone who says differently is selling something.
--The Man in Black

Rapid Problem Resolution ®
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I have made a ceaseless effort not to ridicule, not to bewail, not to 
scorn human actions, but to understand them.

--Baruch Spinoza

Anything worth doing is worth doing badly.
--Marshall Rosenberg

The first principle is that you must not fool yourself -- and you are the 
easiest person to fool.

--Richard Feynman

Doubt is uncomfortable; certainty is absurd.
--Voltaire

The goal of education is to make up for the shortcomings in our 
instinctive ways of thinking about the physical and social world.

--Steven Pinker

My World View
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Certainty

Doubt

Little Lots

Newbie Jedi

One of the painful things about our time is that those who feel certainty are stupid, and those with any imagination 
and understanding are filled with doubt and indecision.  -- Bertrand Russell

Ignorance more frequently begets confidence than does knowledge. --Charles Darwin

The fool doth think he is wise, but the wise man knows himself to be a fool.  --William Shakespeare

See also Dunning-Kruger Effect

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunning%E2%80%93Kruger_effect


Science is not truth; it is, instead, a method for diminishing ignorance.
--J.M. Adovasio, Olga Soffer, Jake Page

A scientific theory accurately describes a large class of observations, 
makes definite predictions about future observations that could be 
falsifiable, i.e. disproven by observation.

--Derived from Stephen Hawking

Credible explanations grow from the combined testimony of three 
more or less independent, mutually reinforcing sources -- explanatory 
theory, empirical evidence, and rejection of competing alternative 
explanations.

--Edward Tufte

I recommend Tufte’s day-long seminar, as an introduction to critical thinking --sk

My Biases
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We will work through case studies – real situations drawn from my 
experience at FHCRC – alternating between small group and seminar 
style sessions

Typically, we will oscillate in 15-30 minute increments – spending 15-
30 minutes together as a class, working privately in our small groups 
for 15-30 minutes, coming together for 15-30 minutes …

In my hands-on classes, course materials include packet traces, log 
extracts, trending charts … captured during the actual RCA

But we’re not going to touch any of that.  We’re going to focus on 
how to apply an RCA process, skipping the actual technical work

We will take detours to discuss the potholes you encounter back 
home when tackling RCAs

How Does This Class Work?
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Any structured approach for identifying the contributors to an IT 
service disruption

There is no such thing as a Root Cause … nevertheless, Root Cause 
Analysis remains a useful tool

RCA is not complete until we’ve applied the fix and verified that the 
problem is resolved

Business reality:  competing priorities distract us from completing RCAs

Many folks use the term RCA to refer to a post-mortem process … I use 
the term in its ITIL sense, tightly bound to Problem Management

How Complex Systems Fail – Richard Cook
A Few Thoughts on Uptime – me

What is Root Cause Analysis?
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Why do I claim there is no such thing as a Root Cause?  Consider the server which goes down; your monitoring 
system pages you; you investigate.  Turns out the power supply died – you replace the power supply, the server 
reboots, everyone is happy again.  Then, you notice that the second power supply is dead, too.  Turns out your 
monitoring system wasn’t checking power supplies when the first one fried a few months ago.  Why wasn’t your 
monitoring system checking power supplies?  Because it can’t – and upgrading to the newer version which can 
costs time & money – your management looked at the costs, weighed the risks, and decided to spend your time 
and those dollars on upgrading the aging e-mail server, which was close to collapse.  Why doesn’t your 
department have enough staff and money to upgrade both the e-mail server and the monitoring server?  Because 
management has to juggle the costs of IT against the costs of core business requirements – both of which look 
critical from different vantage points.

So what’s the Root Cause?  A failed power supply?  An inadequate monitoring system?  Insufficient process in 
your leadership’s prioritization tactics, that they let the aging e-mail system stumble along for far too long?  
Insufficient resources to meet both core business requirements and IT requirements?  Not enough market for 
your product, which is why you don’t have sufficient resources to meet both sets of needs?

Still not convinced?  Why have you lost two power supplies across as many months?  Because your local utility is 
straining to meet demand in your area and frequently inflicts brownouts, which age power supplies prematurely.  
Why hasn’t the utility beefed up capacity in your area?  Because that would cost money, and politicians are 
reluctant to approve the rate increases necessary to support an expansion, given current voter sentiment.  Why 
are voters annoyed at politicians? … Reality is complex:  There is no such thing as Root Cause …

Why No Root Cause?
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16

ITIL Crash Course

Service = Something we do for end-users
Incident = A service breaks, and then we fix it
Problem = Repeated Incidents, likely with the same Root Cause

Incident

 Outage

 Degradation

To a Service

 Restore 

Service

 Resolve 

Issue

Incident Management

Service Desk

► Emergency Change

► Planned Change

 Operations / Maintenance

 Project driven

Change Management

Problem Management

► New Solutions

► Resolve known issues

► Service Modifications

Project ManagementService Level Management

Catalogue

& Define 

Services

Service 

Level 

Agreements

Analyze

Incidents

Determine

Root

Cause

Identify

Permanent

Fix

Customers

 Report Incident

 Request Service
Create

Ticket



Oh boy, that’s a big question.  But let’s take a stab at answering it.  A tech might start asking themselves, or the 
person reporting the problem, questions similar to the following:

• What makes you think there is an issue?
• What are you expecting that you’re not getting?
• Has it ever performed well?
• What changed recently? Software or hardware? Load?
• Can it be expressed in terms of latency or run time?
• Does the problem affect other people or applications?
• What is the environment? What software and hardware is used? Versions? Configuration?
• …

Most issues get fixed somewhere during the process of asking these questions and uncovering the 
answers …

How Do Techs Fix Issues?
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As the issue resists resolution, less skilled techs will start employing less effective approaches.

Street Lamp Method
The student comes across his professor on the Arts Quad at night, down on his hands & knees, staring at 
the sidewalk.  “What are you doing, sir?”  “Looking for my car keys”.  The student joins the professor but 
after looking unsuccessfully in widening circles, asks him “Do you recall precisely where you were when you 
dropped the keys?”  “Yes, over there, in the middle of the quad” points the professor, toward the dimly 
perceived middle of the grassy acre.  “Well, why are you looking here?” asks the student.  “Because the 
light is better here” responds the professor.

More formally:
1. List available tools
2. Examine the output of each one, looking for clues
3. Purchase more tools
4. Goto #1

Use The Force, Luke
“I know that we are experiencing a broadcast storm … you should check your {switch | router | firewall | 
server | client | application | whatever-belongs-to-some-other-group}”

I really enjoyed Star Wars … but it was fiction, not real … that distinction is hard for human brains to make.  --sk

Anti-Patterns
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Narrowing Focus
“I checked the logs on my {application | client | server | router}; and it’s fine, must be something else.”

Junior techs will examine object-specific logs – logs specific to their zone of responsibility.

Experienced techs will query the loghost, the place where all your applications / servers / routers send 
their logs.  This allows them to spot clues their less experienced colleagues have missed …

And to correlate behavior between multiple sources:  the Ethernet switch logging a link flap, the server 
logging a bus error, and the application logging a timeout … by themselves perhaps unremarkable, but 
arriving together close in time, clues pointing toward a root cause.

Isolated Logging
You do have a loghost, right?  And all techs have access to it?  And know how to use the query tools?

If not, then you are hamstringing your people.

That being said, fully consolidated logging – where /everything/ arrives at the centralized  loghost –
requires substantial management support:  many shops live with limited versions.  Realize that you pay for 
this:  your experienced techs will blow time begging for access permissions to read logs scattered in 
various locations, gathering and correlating them manually, and simply overlooking a log hidden away in 
some obscure location.  And techs who are worried about their jobs will guard their isolated logs carefully.

Anti-Patterns
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The issue typically gets escalated to a more experienced tech.  I have yet to be satisfied with an account of what 
an experienced human does when engaging on their field of expertise.  That said, here is one way to express what 
might be happening.

For every Resource, check Utilization, Saturation and Errors.

Intended to be used early in a performance investigation, to identify systemic bottlenecks.

Terminology definitions:
• Resource all physical server functional components (CPUs, disks, busses, …)
• Utilization the average time that the resource was busy servicing work
• Saturation the degree to which the resource has extra work which it can’t service, often queued
• Error the count of error events

Stuart’s version:
1. Scan the logs, looking for error messages Errors
2. Are requests waiting in queues? Saturation
3. How busy are the boxes? Utilization

I am totally cribbing this from Brendan Gregg:  http://dtrace.org/blogs/brendan/2012/02/29/the-use-method

The USE Method
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What happens when your experts have looked at the issue and are 
stumped?

Or worse, have tried something, and it didn’t help …

Or even worse … are now avoiding the issue …

Your vendor tells you to upgrade to the next biggest model / version …

Tensions rise, people point fingers … blame-based language …

What’s next?

When It Really Hurts
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Advance7 is a consulting outfit which helps customers resolve critical Problems –
they put an analyst at your site to coordinate your staff plus vendors to fix the 
issue, using the RPR methodology.

RPR is an evidence-based trouble-shooting approach.
[Aren’t all trouble-shooting methods evidence-based?  Regrettably, not.]

Advance7 designed RPR to work against Grey Problems.  

Most Problems are not Grey … unless the Problem is Grey, RPR is overkill.

So what are Grey Problems?

The following sides are cribbed from Advance7 -- credit to Paul Offord & his colleagues.

Full disclosure:  I have no business relationship with Advance7.  But I did spend my own 
shekels to attend their 2-day Foundations course.  And, I like Paul; I think he’s a smart guy; 
and I enjoy learning from him.  We hang out on the same lists, meet-up at conferences.

Rapid Problem Resolution ®
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The Grey Problem
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• Intermittent Application Error
• Poor Application Logic
• Transient Overload
• Intermittent Infrastructure Error
• Incorrect Failover Operation

Single Incident Recurring Problem
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• Intermittent Hardware Failure
• Known Error
• Intermittent Software Failure

• Change-related Cause
• Hardware Failure
• Software Failure
• Misconfiguration
• Operations Error

• User Error
• Operations Error
• Rare Software or Hardware Error

The majority of issues that are passed to 2nd and 3rd line technical support teams are investigated in a straightforward manner.  
The nature of the issue or an indication from a monitoring system identifies the failing component, and the issue is assigned to
the correct technical support team.  Q1:  the bulk of support work falls into this area.  Q2 is harder but tends to be resolved by 
experienced support staff.  Q3 are sticky; we tend not to solve these.

An intermittent response-time or error  issue is not so easily handled due to its transient nature.  Not only does the cause sneak 
under the radar of monitoring systems, but investigation often starts after the issue has passed, making it impossible to use
many of the tools available.  The result is a recurring problem where the causing technology is unknown:  Q4, aka the Grey 
Problem.  The Rapid Problem Resolution methodology targets Q4.

Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4



Grey Problem Characteristics
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Because the causing technology is unknown, a grey problem will bounce between Technical Support Teams as each in turn 
produces evidence (often in the form of a health check) to prove that their technology is not to blame. 

Typical characteristics of a grey problem
• An ever-growing number of people become involved
• Long meetings to discuss what might be the cause
• Support people shy away from becoming involved
• Repeated changes with no clear reason or objective

Consequences of grey problems
• An ever growing backlog of problems
• A fog that hinders the investigation of other, more urgent problems
• A growing pool of problems that escalate into Major Incidents as patterns of use and business priorities change
• Wasted IT budget as money is spent on poorly targeted upgrades
• Barriers to integration due to concerns about the stability of component systems
• Loss of confidence and satisfaction with the IT department
• Pressure to outsource IT services
• Reduced customer satisfaction
• Higher costs as the business adjusts to accommodate the problem
• Higher IT staffing costs

Service Desk
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Recurring Problem Resolution
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Analyzing the most recent 100 Grey Problems from their client engagements, Advance7 
estimates that these Problems were fixed as follows

Redesign
5%

Other
5%

Upgrade
10%

Bug Fix
20%

Programming
18%

Configuration
42%

http://www.advance7.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/RPR-Statistics.pdf


1. Understand the Symptoms
2. Choose One Symptom
3. Draw the Diagram
4. Design Capture Plan
5. Capture Diagnostic Data
6. Analyze Captured Data
7. Identify Fix
8. Implement Fix
9. Verify Fix

RCA Methodology
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Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

My simplified version of RPR, which I teach in the hands-on classes
Derived from the Rapid Problem Resolution® methodology



Notes on the Nine Steps
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1. Humans want instant gratification:  we start trouble-shooting before we understand the 
problem.  Resist that urge.

2. Natural desire to want to fix everything fast – myself, I rarely succeed when I try.   Be 
particularly wary of thrashing:  jumping from one symptom to another. Pick One Symptom, 
One Symptom only, and stick to it. 

3. Common to start trouble-shooting before understanding the environment.  Draw the Diagram 
and Sit with the User.  You may discover that you didn’t understand the Symptom, in which 
case, start over.

4. As you learn more about the Environment and make mistakes in your capture methodology, 
you’ll cycle through Steps #4-6 numerous times.  This is normal.  As you become more 
experienced, you’ll spend more time on #3 and fewer times cycling through #4-#6.

5. If the problem is intermittent, you can spend a lot of time waiting here.  That is reality.
6. Naturally, you need time to think about the data you capture.
7. At some point, you exit the #4-#6 loop because you think you understand what is happening 

and you have identified a fix.
8. You apply the fix
9. Key step:  verify that your fix actually works.  If it doesn’t, start over.



The RPR Methdology
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RCA Roles & Responsibilities

Who What

Facilitator

(often a Problem Manager)

 Accountable for

o Owns the RCA

o Acquire resources

o Use and execute the methodology

o Communicate within the team

o Report & escalate to leadership

o Schedule meetings

Problem Analyst

(often a senior tech)

 Responsible for

o Unify & synthesize information from SMEs

o Keep team on track technically

o Breadth & depth

Subject Matter Experts

 Responsible for

o Strong fundamental knowledge of area

o Facilitating access

o Capturing data

o Analyzing

SME Desirable Characteristics

 Skills / Predilections

o Problem solving skills

o Inquiring mind – passion for understanding how things work

o Determination & stamina – pursuing a tough problem can be wearing

o T-shaped – broad background in IT with specialization in one or two particular areas

The Problem Solving Group (aka RCA Team) consists of the Facilitator, the Problem Analyst, and 
one or more Subject Matter Experts

Process-oriented person

Sees the forest, not the trees

Likes getting their hands dirty
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Questions?

That was the lecture portion of this class.

We’re headed toward case studies, in which we oscillate between 
small group work and coming together for larger discussions.

But before we do that, what questions do you have?  Insights to 
offer?  Potholes you’ve encountered in this space? 
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Tech Flash:  Sanity-Checking Throughput Claims 
Sometimes, I’ll hear a tech claim that we need a fatter WAN pipe, because the file copy | 
backup job | database synchronization | whatever is slow:

“I’m only getting 400 MB/hour to Chicago:  we need to rent a fatter network pipe.”

Well, we geeks often confuse ourselves when translating between bits per second and 
bytes per second … this whole performance zone is a popular place for error … and fatter 
WAN pipes are expensive.  Let’s sanity check this claim.

Name Bit Rate Effective Data Rate*
Vanilla Ethernet 10Mb/s 1MB/s
Fast Ethernet 100Mb/s 10MB/s
Gigabit Ethernet 1000Mb/s 100MB/s
Ten Gig Ethernet 10000Mb/s 1000MB/s (aka 1GB/s)

Assume we have a 100Mb/s pipe to Chicago:  would buying a fatter one help?

*These numbers constitute an easily remembered rule-of-thumb:  well-tuned clients/servers can actually deliver 10-
15% better than this



In a moment, you will grab 3-5 people near you.

I recommend assigning roles & responsibilities, e.g.
Coordinator Tracks who is doing what, spokesperson
Problem Analyst Big picture
Subject Matter Experts Sys admin, network, database …

Successful teams divide & conquer the material …

Ideally, one person per role.  But given group constraints, you may 
need to double up – perhaps the Coordinator and Problem Analyst 
also play SME roles

Pick a cool name for your group; write it on one of the name plates

You have 5 minutes – go.

Split into Small Groups
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Draw the Diagram & Design Capture Plan
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Fibre Channel Switch

Request

Response

Who talks to whom?
Where to insert probes?
Where to gather logs / debug output?

(DNS, LDAP, NIS …)



Many Applications Crash (morning)
HPC Cluster Woes (afternoon)

Case Studies
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This is the last week in November 2005.  Earlier this year, we bought a mass storage device –
a BlueArc Titan NAS head named Indigo sitting in front of 14 TB of Fibre Channel, SATA, and 
ATA attached disk trays.  We have been migrating home + shared directories for two divisions 
(~1200 staff) from a flock of aging DAS-equipped file servers onto Indigo, along with scratch 
space for the MIS group.

The experience has been rocky.  Starting in June, an OS memory leak caused key processes 
to hang and sometimes even head freezes, both requiring reboots to fix.  A controller fried, 
requiring emergency downtime for replacement.  A controller firmware bug mangled a 
volume, leading to data loss.  We have been applying hot fixes, firmware upgrades, and OS 
upgrades every few weeks.  Starting in August, users began reporting crashing applications –
notably Outlook, although Word and Excel and other applications hang as well, 
intermittently – some days are fine, some days are bad.  The MIS group’s Tidal jobs fail 
regularly. 

Backups are slow  and sometimes don’t complete – we aren’t meeting our 24 hour Recovery 
Point Objective, and we have no confidence that we can meet our 48 hour Recovery Time 
Objective.  Sometimes even simple file copies are slow!

Many Applications Crash I
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The storage team was convinced that antivirus scanning was causing the application crashes 
and has worked with BlueArc for months to resolve this, finally disabling AV over 
Thanksgiving.  However, the intermittent application crashes continued this week.

The local BlueArc team visited a few days ago and identified the Catalyst 4000 Ethernet 
switches as the likely culprits:  “The Catalyst 4003 servicing the backup systems dates to 
1998; the Catalyst 4006 servicing the Titan itself dates to 2000 – they are getting 
overwhelmed by traffic.”

The remaining ~1500 users who have not migrated to Indigo are watching with dismay –
currently, they are unaffected, scattered as they are between small NetApp NAS heads and a 
flock of aging file servers.

Management has made every Sunday night in December available to you for Indigo
downtime – just ask.

Many Applications Crash II
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Large group | Small group

1. Understand the Symptoms
2. Choose One Symptom
3. Understand the Symptom Environment
4. Design Capture Plan
5. Capture Diagnostic Data
6. Analyze Captured Data
7. Identify Fix
8. Implement Fix
9. Verify Fix

RCA Methodology
Derived from the Rapid Problem Resolution® methodology
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Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3



Set the Stage
Welcome to the first meeting of the BlueHeat PSG; today is Friday 
December 2nd.

We start the RPR Methodology working together as a class.

Step #1:  Understand the Symptoms
What questions do you want to ask of the various constituencies?

Database, Desktop, Helpdesk, Manager, Network, Server, 
Storage, User, Vendor …

After Understand the Symptoms, we will separate into small groups 
and proceed with:

Step #2:  Choose One Symptom
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What aspect of the process would you like to review?

What section of a diagram or graph would you like to explore?

What hunk of data would you like to re-examine?

Which link in the chain of reasoning doesn’t make sense to you?

Additional questions?

This is your opportunity to consolidate your learning.

Q&A
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Tech Flash:  Are Dropped Packets Bad?
The tech shows you discard counters on some device “We have a problem!”
ja-a-rtr# sh int Gi4/5

GigabitEthernet4/5 is up, line protocol is up (connected)

Hardware is C6k 1000Mb 802.3, address is 0011.206d.a2fc (bia 0011.206d.a2fc)

Description: To j4-esx

[…]

Input queue: 0/2000/0/0 (size/max/drops/flushes); Total output drops: 2224996

[…]

Hold your horses …

• TCP’s ‘Congestion Control’ algorithms gradually increase the number of frames in each burst … 
until something in the path gets overwhelmed and throws away a frame.

• Then, TCP backs down a bit, and gradually increases until something in the path discards 
another frame … rinse & repeat forever.

• This is how TCP figures out how much throughput the link can handle, and how it dynamically 
adjusts to changing load.

http://media.pearsoncmg.com/aw/aw_kurose_network_4/applets/fairness/index.html
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Tech Flash:  Dropped Packets are Normal
• Clients discard frames … Servers discard frames … Switches … Routers … Firewalls … 

everybody has queues (aka buffers) … TCP will increase its bursts until someone 
discards … this is how TCP works, by design

• TCP requires frame discards in order to function.  If you don’t discard a frame, TCP’s 
windowing algorithm would blow up to infinity

• Techs sometimes get obsessive about packets “Don’t want to spill a precious bit!”

• Software developers & equipment manufacturers get obsessive too and will 
increase queue (buffer) size enormously … 

• In fact, TCP’s Congestion Control algorithms break down in the presence of big 
queues … big queues allow TCP to expand its Window size too far, and when a 
frame finally gets discarded, TCP has trouble adjusting appropriately (Buffer Bloat)

Dropped packets are not only normal, they are good

*Yeah, yeah, the geeks amongst you know that I’ve skimmed over plenty of complexity … yes, there exist over-
engineered cases in which nothing drops a frame … and yes, there exist pathologies in which dropped frames do 
indicate a problem ...

http://www.bufferbloat.net/


Researchers submit tissue samples to the Genome Sequencing Shared Resource.  A full 
sequencing run takes days – the sequencers dump the resulting files, typically dozens to 
hundreds of gigabytes, onto the server Fred.  From there, users run custom code on the High 
Performance Computing (HPC) cluster Hyrax to analyze the results.  They write their own 
code, typically in a mix of Perl, Python, and R, and tweak this code regularly, as they explore 
various avenues of inquiry.  The cluster has a handful of heavy users (daily or weekly), plus 
several dozen light users (monthly).

The scheduler behind Hyrax submits jobs to the nodes which comprise the cluster, keeping 
track of various parameters, like how many nodes a given researcher owns (condo-model), 
which nodes are already busy, how much time a given job has already consumed, and so on.  
Some jobs finish in minutes, some take hours, others take days or even weeks -- this is 
normal.

A few of the nodes are unusual:  they are large memory nodes, typically equipped with 64 
GB of RAM plus fast processors; they are named RhinoX and OrcaX (e.g. rhino1, rhino2, 
rhino3 … orca1, orca2, orca3 …)

HPC Cluster Woes I
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In the summer of 2011, the Hutch hired a promising young researcher, Robert Bradley (aka 
rbradley), who had recently completed postdoctoral work at MIT.  Bradley analyzes alternative 
splicing, a process by which a single gene contributes to producing multiple protein isoforms –
a normal event in cells but one which plays an important role in various diseases, including 
cancers.  Bradley’s work makes heavy use of large memory HPC machines.

By September, Bradley had transferred his data and code from MIT to the Hutch; almost 
immediately, he started encountering problems.  Interactive ssh sessions to Rhino/Orca stall, 
sometimes for seconds, minutes, perhaps even hours.  Nodes hang for minutes at a time, with 
no progress on the job.  Nodes crash and must be rebooted.  Jobs crash and must be restarted.

This is not the kind of service we want to offer anyone, much less a new recruit.

Management  input:
You cannot talk to End-Users, rbradley in particular.
You can ask their Desktop Support staff questions, and they will answer as best they can.
Scheduling downtime on any of the storage systems is hard.

HPC Cluster Woes II
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Large group | Small group

1. Understand the Symptoms
2. Choose One Symptom
3. Understand the Symptom Environment
4. Design Capture Plan
5. Capture Diagnostic Data
6. Analyze Captured Data
7. Identify Fix
8. Implement Fix
9. Verify Fix

RCA Methodology
Derived from the Rapid Problem Resolution® methodology
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Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3



Set the Stage
Welcome to the first meeting of the Rhino PSG, on Wednesday 
November 2nd 2011.  The meeting kicks off with the Ops team 
delivering their briefing.  Read it.  Understand nls

We start the RPR Methodology working together as a class.

Step #1:  Understand the Symptoms
What questions do you want to ask of the various constituencies?

Database, Desktop, Helpdesk, Manager, Network, Server, 
Storage, User, Vendor …

After Understand the Problem, we will separate into small groups and 
proceed with:

Step #2:  Choose One Symptom
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What aspect of the process would you like to review?

What section of a diagram or graph would you like to explore?

What hunk of data would you like to re-examine?

Which link in the chain of reasoning doesn’t make sense to you?

Additional questions?

This is your opportunity to consolidate your learning.

Q&A
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Tech Flash:  Ethernet Autonegotiation
Modern Ethernet NICs and transport gear (switches, routers, firewalls …) support auto-
negotiation, a protocol in which the two sides figure out how fast they can talk

Speed = 10Mb/s, 100Mb/s, 1000Mb/s, 10000Mb/s
Duplex = half  (only one side can talk at a time) or full (we can both talk simultaneously)

If I only had a dollar, for every song I’ve sung for every duplex mismatch I’ve troubleshot …

How does this work?

Each side advertises its capabilities … advertising is another word for auto-negotiation

The IEEE 802.3 spec contains a look-up table which instructs the Ethernet chip set on what 
to do next.  That look-up table in the spec does the right thing, i.e. in this case, each side 
would say “OK, the best we can do together is 100/full, so that’s what I’ll do.”

I can do:
10/half, 10/full, 
100/half, 100/full, 
1000/half, 1000/full

I can do:
10/half, 10/full, 
100/half, 100/full

Ethernet switch
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Tech Flash:  Ethernet Autonegotiation
How can this possibly go wrong?

Well, notice that at no point does either side tell the other what it is actually doing … each 
side merely advertises its capabilities, encoded in what is called the “link signal”, which 
Ethernet chipsets are required to send constantly

Thus, if one side picks, say 100/half while the other picks 100/full … there is no way for 
the two partners to realize this mismatch

Also, if one side is hard-coded (i.e. administratively configured to perform, only, say 100/full), 
then that side quits advertising its capabilities (quits encoding its capabilities into the link 
signal which it is required to send constantly)

This has profound implications.  Do you see them?

If you quit advertising your capabilities to me, whereas I continue to auto-negotiate 
(advertise), what do I do?  Well, by spec I have to guess your speed … this turns out to be 
fairly easy to do (i.e. chipsets can usually guess accurately, because of some low-level details 
we’ll skip here) … and then I have to pick half-duplex.  I have to pick half-duplex.  By spec.

What has just happened?
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Tech Flash:  Ethernet Autonegotiation
We now have a duplex mismatch.  Which means that you believe we can talk simultaneously, 
while I believe that only one of us can talk at a time.  If I’m talking and suddenly you start 
talking, I’ll abort my transmission and emit a collision detection signal, blowing away my 
packet and your packet.  That will tank performance.

Hard-coding one side and only one side to full-duplex is a bad idea.

But wait, it gets worse.

Vendors will sometimes interpret the spec incorrectly, such that their devices pick full-duplex 
rather than half-duplex if the far side quits advertising its capabilities …

Bad cabling can degrade the encoding to the point where one side or the other can’t hear it 
… of course, at this point, you have other problems as well …

When you hard-code, results can be unpredictable:  I have hard-coded a major switch vendor 
to 10/full … the administrative interface tells me that it has successfully hard-coded to 10/full 
… but a diagnostic instrument  inserted in-line reports that the switch port is behaving as 
10/half … argh!
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Tech Flash:  Ethernet Autonegotiation
The product manager for an Ethernet diagnostic tool tells me that in the field, they see every 
sort of behavior imaginable.

He says that over the last decade, more and more vendors correctly support auto-
negotiation, i.e. if you just leave everything at their auto-negotiating defaults, things work.  
And that with 1Gig and above, they are seeing far fewer problems.

At the Hutch, with an active population of ~8000+ Ethernet ports, every single port is 
configured to auto-negotiate.  [In 2012, we retired the last four hard-coded ports … four 
Compaq Alpha servers, running OpenVMS.]

So that’s my two bits:  auto-negotiate by default and push for analysis whenever someone 
claims that they gotta have hard-coding.

But you’ll have to figure out what works for your culture and gear … some outfits hard-code 
everywhere and seem to do alright.

Notice that jumbo frames are not part of the auto-negotiation spec … you have to hard-code 
jumbo frames on every single Ethernet switch port and NIC employing them … we don’t do 
jumbo frames … too much overhead, not enough bang



Tips & Tools
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Wiggly Charts are Overrated

Validate the Diagram

Rich Pingers

Draw the Pie

When to Use Full-Blown RPR

Musings on IT Architecture



Wiggly Charts are Overrated
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My Solexa run failed last night 
shortly before midnight.  You 
can see that Fred’s switch port 
was extremely busy then, far 
busier than usual, and you can 
also see the IO spike which 
happened at the same time.
Therefore, Fred needs a 10GigE
NIC and faster disks.

Your task:
• Think of ways to support this
• Think of ways to refute it



Validate the Diagram
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Send a ping from one end of the infrastructure to another, capturing 
along the way.  If your diagram is accurate, you’ll see the packet at 
every single capture point

If you don’t see that packet … then you know your diagram is 
inaccurate:  return to Understand the Symptom Environment

Once you’ve validated the diagram, you are positioned to capture 
the pathology you’re investigating

Consider using a Rich Pinger for this – fancy tools include custom 
text messages (makes searching easier) plus time stamps



TextPing
http://www.packetiq.com
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http://www.packetiq.com/


Send-UDP-Msg
http://www.skendric.com/app
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vishnu> ./send-udp-msg -m "This is a test ping" rhino1 rhino2 rhino3

vishnu> 

Or write your own … here’s mine

http://www.skendric.com/app


Client / Network / Server Pie

User, application, memory, CPU, disk …
Client

5s

Network
120 seconds

Server
15s

Contribution to the Problem

Switches, Routers, Firewalls, VPN Tunnels …

Application, OS, memory, CPU, storage …

I find drawing the CNS Pie useful when analyzing performance issues:
How much does the Client contribute to the Problem?  The Network?  The Server?
http://www.skendric.com/app
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http://www.skendric.com/app


1.2 Choose One Symptom
The single largest reason I’ve thrashed in my RCA career.

1.4 Draw the Diagram & Sit with the User
If I can’t draw it, I don’t understand it & Seeing leads to 
understanding

2.2 Definitive Diagnostic Data
We didn’t talk about this …
Insert capture gear at critical points along the path, synchronize 
time using a distinctive transaction, capture data simultaneously 
from all points while replicating the pathology.
Hardest to implement; most likely to make you successful.

Key Elements of RPR
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Full methodology
http://www.skendric.com/problem/rca/RPR-RCA-Methodology.pdf

Checklist
http://www.advance7.com/misc/rpm_wb.html

Manual
http://www.advance7.com/information/publications

RPR References
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http://www.advance7.com/misc/rpm_wb.html
http://www.advance7.com/information/publications
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Tech Flash:  Kilobyte vs Kibibyte
• Network weenies will tell you that a kilobyte contains 1000 bits
• Storage weenies will tell you that a kilobyte contains 1024 bits
• Who is right?

Turns out the network weenies are … http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kibibyte

Name Bits Scientific Name Bits Scientific
Kilobyte 1000 103 Kibibyte 1024 1.0243

Megabyte 1000000 106 Mebibyte 1048576 1.0246

Gigabyte 1000000000 109 Gibibyte 1073741824 1.0249

In practice, only pedants like me whine about this … and in practice, it rarely matters … 
although occasionally when your techs are calculating some performance related issue, 
they can stumble on this

Take away Be aware that savvy techs use the term kilobyte to mean 1000 in network 
contexts and 1024 in storage contexts, and that plenty of folks get confused

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kibibyte
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Tech Flash:  Disk Performance
Roughly, processor speed doubles every several years

Of course, this isn’t a natural law, not like the law of gravity … it is merely an 
observation which has held up remarkably well over the last few decades… but let’s go 
with it

Disk capacity has roughly kept pace with this ‘law’ … ~20MB three decades ago, compared to 
~4TB today

But disk performance has not … 30 years ago, a typical hard disk gave us ~15 random
ops/second … today a typical hard disk gives us ~70 ops/second (~175 for high-end drives).  
That’s a factor of five to ten improvement across 30 years … paltry by comparison

OK, caching and fancy file systems and fancy controllers have all evolved to make random IO 
better than this … and streaming IO performance has improved at a more rapid rate … flash 
drives change the game entirely … and yes in general I’m skipping all sorts of detail here …  

But my point is:  Storage is hard and can easily become a bottleneck



•Business stake holders want features
•We IT geeks love to turn every fancy knob

The result is complexity
Complexity is the enemy of uptime … and the raison d’être for RCA

Insights from our gurus
Increasingly, people seem to misinterpret complexity as sophistication, which is baffling - the 
incomprehensible should cause suspicion rather than admiration. --Niklaus Wirth

Debugging is twice as hard as writing the code in the first place. Therefore, if you write the 
code as cleverly as possible, you are, by definition, not smart enough to debug it. --Brian 
Kernighan

KISS

Musings on Architecture
http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/uptime
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Humans (all living creatures) are wired for fast-twitch:  our nervous systems respond rapidly 
to the unusual, not to the mundane.  So a bomb explodes, kills three people:  that fires our 
adrenalin … but the annual toll of smoking (~500,000 per year in the US alone) drifts past 
our consciousness without a quiver.

Of course we’re wired this way … that’s how we stayed alive on the African savannah:  
by paying attention to the howl of the hyena, rather than to the gradual constriction of 
our arteries

But the result is that we have trouble paying attention to slow-twitch threat … to saving for 
retirement, daily exercise, spending time with our family … investing in the power grid, 
roads, bridges, soil density, water table … anything which incurs long-term threat …

Ditto with IT – we focus on the glitzy new projects, ignore the underpinnings … until the 
infrastructure breaks catastrophically … that drama fires our nervous systems, then we pay 
attention (for a while)

I don’t have a solution for this design flaw (trade-off) in our brains … but it does keep me 
employed, as a Problem Manager and a Problem Analyst  If we maintained our 
infrastructure, many of our RCAs would never occur

Musings on Infrastructure
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Folks sometimes ask me how I learned this stuff
Key contributors to my path:  Mentorship, Failure, Independent Study, Training

Mentorship
I have had the good fortune to work for highly skilled people who have mentored me.
• During 1991-1993, I joined my boss on Saturdays … worked as his gofer boy … he used the opportunity to train me
• In the mid-2000s, my boss hired Mike Pennacchi to coach us.  Mike came on-site once/month for a half-day; we 

brought whatever problem was troubling us to the session; Mike would not solve it for us … rather, he would coach 
us through solving it.  We did this for ~three years before budgets pushed us to stop

Failure
I have had the good fortune to work for bosses who believe that we learn through mistakes … “Fail early 
and often” … I’ve learned a lot this way 

Independent Study
I set aside a slot every week (mostly!) to practice what I’ve learned, push myself to learn something new 
… these days, Sunday mornings

Training
I have had the good fortune to work for bosses with training budgets … I typically spend a couple weeks 
per year in classes … I occasionally augment this using my own shekels

Musings on Skill
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Questions, Comments, Complaints?

Wrap-Up
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Resources
Rapid Problem Resolution by Paul Offord
LinkedIn Protocol Analysis & Troubleshooting Group
Old Comm Guy http://www.lovemytool.com

My Mentors
Paul Offord http://www.advance7.com
Mike Pennacchi http://www.nps-llc.com
Chris Greer http://www.packetpioneer.com

Follow-up skendric@fhcrc.org

Thank you
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http://www.amazon.com/Rpr-Problem-Diagnosis-Method-Professionals/dp/1447844432
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=1116847&trk=hb_side_g
http://www.lovemytool.com/
http://www.advance7.com/
http://www.nps-llc.com/
http://www.packetpioneer.com/

